
2 turbosmart valves

2 valve V band style clamps

2 large O rings

2 small O rings

2 angled adaptor tubes

6 bolts

2 hold down clamp rings

2 tee pieces

1 length silicone hose

2 simulator harness terminators

Superglue

Gasket sealant / engine silicone

Cable ties

Electrical tape

Check you have all the items below:

You will also need:

EVO2 RPA instructions
Designed for use with ZAC intakes, but  compatible with factory recirculation also.

Should be installed by ZAC motorsport endorsed mechanic.
 

NOTE
We always refer to Left or Right side of the vehicle in the direction of travel (as though you

were sitting in the seats, not facing the engine) 



use superglue to secure both O

rings to the angled adaptor

tubes. a very light cmear is all

that is needed. Once you have

installed the tube the O rings

are secured. 

Make sure the glue is dry

before proceeding



the end result should look like

this

Make sure the glue is dry

before proceeding



next slide the hold down ring

clamps over the angled

adaptor tubes. note the recess

pictured, this recess mates to

the ridge on the adaptor tube.



Removal of the factory valves:

Ensure car is locked and the keys are away from the vehicle. 

Blow air around the area to remove debris before commencing.

NOTE for C63: We have removed the plastic harness cover in the

photo below. You can leave the harness cover on. HOWEVER you

may leave the harness cover on, simply remove the 2 bolts

closest to the valves to access the valves.

unclip the connectors ontop of each valve. Remove the factory

recirc hose connectors (shown).

FACTORY VALVES SHOULD BE REMOVED NOW

(depends on model, see photos below)

W205 C63



C190 AMG GT



W213 E63



We suggest using a small smear of

gasket sealant, although this is not

an essential  requirement



With the factory valves

removed, and the clamp rings

over the angled adaptor tubes,

align the holes in the clamp

rings with the holes in the

intercooler. NOTE the holes

are not all spaced equally, so

the clamp ring must be

orientated correctly.



 With the clamp plate secured

and the 3 bolts done up, place

the Vband clamp over the

angled adaptor.

Optional Suggestion: Smear a

light coat of engine silicone

before placing the Turbosmart

valve in place.



 With the valve in place tighten the

Vband clamp. 

Note: with the clamp tight you should

now be able to GENTLY rotate the entire

angled adaptor and valve to the desired

position. If you have used sealant on the

O rings you will have limited time to get

the position correct before curing.

REPEAT STEPS FOR OTHER SIDE



 Both valves can now be positioned how you wish.

For C63: If keeping the plastic harness cover you can angle

the valves back toward the intercooler coolant line. The Bolt

in the right side harness may be replaced, the left side should

be left off to ensure adaquate clearance of the valves.   



 We need to tee into manifold pressure. Locate this hose that

runs from the LEFT SIDE manifold to the check valve that

operates part of the fuel/PCV breather system. Now cut this

factory plastic hose going from the front of the inlet manifold

to the check valve. trim approximately 15mm from the it, and

remove the braided sheath. Now push one of the supplied tee

pieces on as shown. Some  heat may be required to soften the

factory plastic hose to aid fitment of the barb. NOTE The

system WILL NOT operate correctly if you place the Tee after

the grey check valve!

W205 C63 CHECK VALVE



C190 AMG GT

CHECK VALVE



W213 E63
GT 4 door

G63



 Now it is time to run the vacuum hose, carefully trim the

hoses as shown (or as you desire) depending on model. Use

the remaining of the 2 supplied tee pieces to join the hoses

from the BOV's to each other. The hose will run to the left

side manifold to the other tee piece...



 Connect the valve simulator terminal plugs,  to the

harness plugs that were removed from the factory valves.

Secure them with a cable tie or elecrical tape out of the way

as suits.

ALL DONE!  


